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Note that here I’m restricting myself to
continuum...

Continuum

M82,
Condon 92

i.e. no redshifts for SKA continuum alone.
But deep!



Redshift distribution

SKA1 (2020) 
e.g. 0.5μJy rms
5 per sq arcmin
Median z=1.4

SKA2 
e.g. 10nJy rms

60 per sq arcmin
Median z=2.6

Wilman et al 08 for N(S, z) and bias models



Source Power Spectrum

fNL  is one (of several) parameters telling us about 
primordial non-Gaussian PDF for fluctuations 

- early Universe physics.

Fluctuations in source counts on various scales:



Fisher Results for 
source counts

Combining Euclid and SKA1
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Integrated Sachs-Wolfe 
effect

So correlate foreground (radio sources) with 
microwave background



Integrated Sachs-Wolfe 
effect

Non-Gaussianity
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Using the two surveys 
Together 

• Cross power spectrum picks out fluctuations 
which are not due to calibration errors or 
interlopers.

 
• Using both power spectra + lensing, allows 

study of structure growth and Seljak & 
McDonald/Cai & Bernstein removal of cosmic 
variance and bias.
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Lensing (Cosmic Shear)

Δw

Δγ

At SKA2 stage, can match most Euclid objects. 
Why do this?

Euclid
inc. RSD
σw=0.017
σγ=0.02

Euclid
+SKA1
lensing
σw=0.03
σγ=0.017

Amendola et al 13



Shear cross-correlation
γ̃ = γgrav + γint + γsys

�γ̃γ̃� = �γgravγgrav� + 2�γgravγint� + �γintγint� + �γsysγsys�
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appears to 
be small

 Small

Radio + Optical doesn’t help with the ‘GI’ term, but 
does with ‘II’ and instrument systematics.

Telescope



Further positive:
Stable PSF

Deterministic beam
Weight so that <0.5”

Prina
Patel



Shapes recovered with 
uniform weighted beam

Prina Patel

8 hour SKA1
observations

Known galaxies put in
Simulation of SKA1 images

Measurement of shapes



Colour Gradient Systematic

Semboloni et al 2013: if PSF is function of wavelength, 
and galaxy has spatial variation of colour, obtain bias 

in shape measurement ~10-3

 Observations in two HST bands allow modelling of 
bias, reduction by an order of magnitude.

M82



Colour Gradient Systematic

In radio, we keep the spectral 
information. 

e.g. in SKA1-MID, have frequency 
range 950-1600MHz, with available 

frequency resolution 4kHz.

Can therefore measure colour gradients and 
frequency dependent PSF directly, removing this 

key systematic.

Soida et al 11



We see that SKA 
Contributes:

•Depth - complementary for source 
counts, increase in signal for lensing

•Less colour gradient bias

•Deterministic beam

•Different systematics



Summary

SKA continuum + Euclid provides:

•Competitive constraints on dark energy and 
(modified) growth 

•Good constraints on non-Gaussianity

• Removal of systematics.


